A Powerful Resource
to Develop Leaders

Personality Type
Leadership Development Resources from Matrix Insights

Why use Personality Type?

Highly effective people communicate and
work well with others. They embrace the
unique skills and talents of others to
achieve better results.
The Personality Type lens provides a dynamic and
constructive way to consider differences across 16
personality patterns. Now you can apply the knowledge to
enhance personal and team effectiveness.

Who should use this solution?
Coaches and trainers working with individuals and teams
use Personality Type to support their individual
or team coaching, workshops, or leadership
development programs.

Why use Matrix Insights for your
Personality Type development?
Based on the original work of Carl
Jung and expanded by Isabel Myers,
the personality type model offers
deep insights into our orientation to
the world, the way we perceive
information, how we judge that
information, and make decisions.
Millions of people around the world
have used traditional personality type
assessments, such as the MBTI®, to
better understand themselves and
others. Matrix Insights puts type into
action and takes this popular
personality model to a whole new
level.
We enable you to help leaders build
personalized action plans using
targeted bite-sized action tips and
apply personality type knowledge to
enhance their working relationships.

How does the solution work?
Matrix Insights uniquely integrates online tools, resources, and practical action tips, including:
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Self-Discovery

An optional online, multimedia self-discovery module
in which participants learn about Personality Type and
explore (or confirm) their Personality Type
preferences.
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Relationship Insights

Practical action tips for working with teammates
based on the unique combination of profiles.

Coaching Dashboard
Support your learners with an online
coaching dashboard designed to enable
coaches, trainers, and leader-coaches to
effectively support and manage multiple
organizations, teams, and individuals.
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Development Insights

Bite-sized action tips and development strategies
across selected competencies based on individual
unique profiles.
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Action Plan + Reminders

Action planning resources and e-mail reminders to
keep individuals engaged and achieve lasting results.



Flexibility
Use our learning solution as a follow up to
existing assessments and instruments
(such as the MBTI®), or try our online
self-discovery process, or use both.

Get started with Matrix Insights. No upfront costs. No membership fees.
Matrix Insights LLC products use self discovery methodologies, content and software that is proprietary to Matrix Insights LLC and our partners, and should not be confused with the MBTI®
instrument and other products offered by CPP. The MBTI® is a registered trademark of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Trust in the United States and other countries.
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